

Dark Realm, just a little about the game.

	A dark psychological horror game, to which you play a nameless character, who finds themselves in a world of death and darkness. Where you must find a way out of the madness before it engulfs you. With every step you take, you find yourself slipping ever so deeper down the rabbit’s hole of despair. In search of something that has been calling you in into complete and utter madness.

The Story

	You find yourself amongst a dark world. Forgotten by an enclave of trees and brush. A world forever haunted by the mists of the unknown. The ever approaching reign of darkness is soon going to cover all as the sun vanishes. For you once resided upon the concrete construct of the city, to where you were never really alone for more than a moment here or there. But now you have taken it upon yourself to escape and call the forest your home. As you saw fit taking a slight rest from one's job and from the cries of the city life. But what was supposed to be a trip through nature to clear one's mind has brought with it the thirst to survive. A world forever enclosed in the mind of a mad man. Now you must flee or be a statue of decay in this realm of darkness...


A little about why I made this game and what drove me to it

	
	Upon which you must make your way through a 44 room text adventure and in the style of a game one would find in 1981 on a very expensive home computer.  Maybe what one would find on a Kaypro or in a box of C64 disks one would dig out of a basement of sorts. This game is free for all to play and share. As I don't really believe in charging people for games that I make for fun, in a genre that is somewhat still popular with those who resent the steps made in technology. 
	A lot of games had inspired me in the making of this game from Maniac Mansion, to DarkSeed, and many of Scott Adams monster themed games.  With that said I am planning on making a sequel where I do expand the story and in an attempt to immerse the player in a darker and macabre world. 





